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Introduction

In 2020, Congress lifted a nearly 30-year ban on people in state and federal prisons receiving Pell Grants—the primary need-based federal postsecondary student aid in the United States. The U.S. Department of Education (ED) regulations have statutory requirements that prison education programs (PEPs) must follow in order for incarcerated students to access Pell Grants.1 PEPs are defined as eligible programs offered by institutions of higher education and postsecondary vocational institutions that are approved to operate in a correctional setting.2 ED’s regulations implementing this law require the entities that oversee the correctional facilities in which PEPs operate (“oversight entities”) to seek input from a variety of stakeholders—such as formerly or currently incarcerated people enrolled in a postsecondary education program or state education agency—to evaluate PEPs and confirm that they are operating in the best interests of the students.

This report describes the benefits of emerging stakeholder engagement strategies and trends in stakeholder collaboration. Further, it serves as a guide to building stakeholder coalitions in the field of postsecondary education in prison. In the past decade, stakeholder collaboration on a statewide level accelerated. Groups formed across the country to achieve higher-quality postsecondary education in prisons, enhance student outcomes, push policy changes, and strengthen relationships in the field within their respective jurisdictions. The Vera Institute of Justice (Vera) conducted a national scan of existing consortia in 50 states, the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and Puerto Rico. From this scan, Vera collected the information presented in this report from 23 consortia through interviews and document reviews conducted in collaboration with its technical assistance partners and other organizations in the field. (For a list of consortia consulted in this report, see the acknowledgments on page 26.)
BENEFITS OF ENGAGING STAKEHOLDERS IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION IN PRISONS

A multi-stakeholder strategy is a process in which diverse actors collaborate to achieve a common goal.\(^3\) Having stakeholders work together results in stronger communication and interaction among entities, better policy outcomes, and increased organizational performance.\(^4\) Furthermore, stakeholder collaboration can directly impact idea generation in the field, lead to more resource sharing, and result in higher rates of accountability among stakeholders.\(^5\)

In the field of postsecondary education in prison, stakeholders representing a variety of life and professional experiences bring expertise and resources that are essential to combating challenges such as:

- state financial aid barriers for incarcerated students,
- residency barriers to state funding for education, and
- barriers involving screening for convictions during the college admissions process.

Multiagency groups can weather staff turnover, shifting priorities, and mission drift within corrections departments that can impact students’ access to postsecondary education opportunities. Because of this, collaboration among stakeholders is a crucial step to sustain improved outcomes for incarcerated students during and after incarceration.\(^6\)

PELL REINSTATEMENT REGULATIONS: REQUIRED STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK

In 2023, the FAFSA Simplification Act went into effect. The law lifted a nearly 30-year ban on people in state and federal prisons receiving Pell Grants. The law ties Pell eligibility to enrollment in a PEP as defined by ED regulations. These regulations contain
specific requirements for approval, reporting, oversight, and evaluation of PEPs. One requirement is that oversight entities conduct periodic reviews of programs to ensure they are operating in the best interest of students (the “best interest determination”). The regulations outline the criteria to determine best interest. Figure 1 lays out the initial approval and best interest determination, including when the feedback process takes place.

**Figure 1.**
The prison education program (PEP) eligibility process

1. **Corrections**
   - First, college connects with corrections to discuss potential programming for students who are incarcerated. College may complete formal application. Documentation between both stakeholders is obtained (e.g., MOU or pre-agreement).

2. **Accreditor**
   - Next the college notifies its accreditor of its partnership (formal or informal) with corrections and its intention to become a PEP. College completes any required accreditor documentation, such as a substantive change additional location application.

3. **U.S. Department of Education (ED)**
   - Finally, the college applies to ED to become an approved PEP, including documentation the college received from its corrections partner and its accreditor. College receives authorization from ED to administer Pell Grants in a correctional facility.

4. **First 2 Years**
   - College launches program and operates as a PEP, implements best interest criteria, and accreditor completes site visit.

5. **End of Year 2 Oversight + Stakeholders**
   - The oversight entity conducts the best interest determination to approve PEPs.
   - The best interest determination is completed by the oversight entity with nonbinding input from relevant stakeholders.

The inclusion of stakeholders to provide feedback can enhance this evaluation. According to the regulations, the oversight entity must consult three stakeholders in making the best interest determination: (1) representatives of incarcerated people; (2) organizations representing incarcerated people; and (3) state higher education executive offices (SHEEOs). Although initially required, college accrediting agencies may choose not to participate due to conflicts of interest. The oversight entity may consult additional stakeholders at its discretion.
THE IMPORTANCE OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION IN PRISON

Research has shown that postsecondary education for incarcerated people has positive effects on those who are incarcerated, their families, their communities, public safety, and facility safety. Education improves self-esteem, self-efficacy, a person’s sense of control over events in their life, the ability to cope effectively with change and stress, and resilience against hardship.\textsuperscript{11} It also promotes improved physical and mental health.\textsuperscript{12} Incarcerated people who participate in postsecondary education programs have 48 percent lower odds of returning to prison than those who do not.\textsuperscript{13} This reduction in people returning to prison not only benefits formerly incarcerated students but also saves money—every dollar invested in prison-based education saves more than four dollars in public funds from reduced incarceration costs nationally.\textsuperscript{14} Moreover, prisons with postsecondary education programs have fewer violent incidents than prisons that do not, which creates safer working conditions for staff and safer living environments for incarcerated people.\textsuperscript{15}
Emerging Trend: Stakeholder Groups for Postsecondary Education in Prison

Many state departments of corrections have already begun convening stakeholders to help them evaluate the quality of PEPs. For this report, Vera defined the following terms to describe two different types of stakeholder groups: consortia and PEP advisory committees.

- **Consortia.** Consortia for PEPs are stakeholder groups typically driven by collaboration, a shared mission to provide quality and equitable education, and a goal of successful reentry opportunities for incarcerated students. These groups vary in structure, formality, and purpose. Consortia are made up of colleges and universities, corrections agencies (federal, state, or local), formerly and currently incarcerated people, nonprofits, and others.

- **PEP advisory committees.** PEP advisory committees exist solely to provide the required nonbinding feedback to oversight entities under the ED regulations. PEP advisory committees may consist of the three required stakeholders—representatives of incarcerated people, organizations representing incarcerated people, and SHEEOs—or be more expansive in their membership.16

Consortia are structured in various ways depending on their purpose, and each consortium exists at various levels of formality from casual (for example, holding occasional meetings among interested parties) to formal (for example, developing constitutions or other forming documents, collecting dues, electing officers, and forming committees). In contrast, PEP advisory committees—entities with a more limited scope or mandate—have the best interest determination as their sole mission. This report will focus on consortia, which serve a broader function than PEP advisory...
committees. PEP advisory committees, however, may benefit from the lessons learned from consortia as they seek to establish and maintain successful and efficient stakeholder engagement.

WHAT DOES A CONSORTIUM DO?

The function of consortia will vary based on the needs and resources in the jurisdiction. Consortia that Vera spoke with have worked on a number of projects and topics. Some of their tasks and goals are to:

- **Conduct the best interest determination.** Existing or new consortia help state departments of corrections meet the stakeholder feedback requirement in the ED regulations. In these cases, participating in the best interest determination is a subfunction of the consortium.

- **Develop education pathways across jurisdictions.** Consortia members develop a strategy to create education pathways across prisons in the jurisdiction by coordinating credential and course offerings, eliminating competition, and maximizing education opportunities for incarcerated students.

- **Provide student supports.** Consortia members share the responsibility to provide student services such as tutoring, academic advising, and career advising by, for example, hiring academic and reentry navigators and equipping them to advise students in prison about current and future opportunities while incarcerated and during reentry.

- **Coordinate resources.** Consortia members identify and coordinate the necessary resources to support PEP implementation. This may take the form of sharing information among members on topics such as best practices, training, and syllabi or seeking funding to support joint initiatives or other needs.

- **Enhance communication.** Consortia members share information, progress, news, and new and recurring challenges, and they problem-solve emerging issues.
This may be most effective when corrections staff are members or participants to not only provide insight as to what is happening on the ground in facilities, but also to communicate information back to the students.

- **Share data and track outcomes.** Consortia members collaborate on setting goals, executing program evaluations, and tracking data. This can include gap analyses of key performance indicators in such areas as student success, academic quality, civic engagement, and soft-skill development.

- **Advance the use of technology.** Consortia members set goals for technology and pilot strategies to acquire appropriate devices and software and implement policies. Shared technology solutions have the potential to ease the path for students who enroll in multiple programs throughout their sentences and decrease the burden on corrections agencies to monitor technology use.

- **Cultivate partnerships.** Consortia members conduct outreach to new postsecondary institutions, government agencies, organizations with an interest in postsecondary education in prisons, or other relevant entities. For example, engaging nonprofits that provide reentry supports or connecting with community corrections agencies may ease the immediate challenges of reentry and continued enrollment. Similarly, connecting with local employers can raise awareness of skills and talent among formerly incarcerated people and create opportunities for internships, work release, or interviews prerelease.

- **Engage in advocacy and strategic direction.** Consortia members seek to lift internal and external barriers to student success or the implementation of postsecondary education by leveraging resources to advocate for national, state, and local policy change. For example, a consortium may advocate to overturn laws or policies that bar incarcerated people from receiving state financial aid or make recommendations to streamline corrections operational policies.
Creating and Operating a Stakeholder Group

SELECTING A GROUP COORDINATOR

A coordinator typically plays the role of the convener of the group. The coordinator helps set a clear purpose for the group, identify stakeholders, send invitations to stakeholders, coordinate communication among stakeholders, and guide the group in setting goals and objectives. Depending on the structure of the group (see “Choosing a structure” on page 15), the coordinator could be an intended member of the group or a neutral third party whose sole responsibility is to form the stakeholder group. Among consortia Vera spoke with, some examples of chosen coordinators include:

- a professor or college administrator acting independently or representing the institution, as is the case in the Oregon Coalition for Higher Education in Prison;

- a state department of corrections, as occurred in the Maryland Advisory Committee for Prison Education Programs;

- a group of stakeholders created by legislation chaired by two legislators and coordinated by the state higher education executive office, as happened with the Utah Higher Education and Corrections Council; or

- an independent consultant, as was chosen by the Kansas Consortium for Correction Higher Education and the Michigan Consortium for Higher Education in Prison.
DEVELOPING THE CONCEPT FOR AND PURPOSE OF THE STAKEHOLDER GROUP

For jurisdictions interested in developing a consortium, the first step is to identify the group’s purpose and function. The coordinator will identify both broad and narrow opportunities and projects for the group to address and identify challenges that may arise. At this stage, the coordinator can lay the foundation for building a stakeholder group by engaging in preliminary research to assess the needs of incarcerated students, the nature of postsecondary education programs in prison in the jurisdiction, and the needs of each stakeholder in order to decide which type of group to form (consortia, advisory committee, etc.) and what the group’s purpose will be (to conduct the best interest determination or something broader). Lastly, the coordinator should check whether any other groups or collaborative efforts are taking place in the jurisdiction. A group of stakeholders may be engaged in similar work and such information may help frame the purpose of a new group or result in the expansion of an existing effort.

IDENTIFYING AND ENGAGING MEMBERS

Successful stakeholder groups create a cohesive group dynamic among people with different backgrounds and expertise. Each stakeholder should provide expertise that is necessary to implement PEPs and unique to the jurisdiction’s goals and needs. Figure 2 contains a list of common stakeholders that make up consortia, including the three required stakeholders under ED’s regulations.
**FIGURE 2**
Stakeholder roles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAKEHOLDER</th>
<th>ROLE IN STAKEHOLDER GROUP</th>
<th>STATE EXAMPLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*Incarcerated people (former and current):</td>
<td>Provide insights from a firsthand lived experience, bringing a perspective on potential problems and solutions uniquely through the lens of a person who has been directly impacted. Advocate for the needs of students during incarceration and post-release.</td>
<td>The Michigan Consortium for Higher Education in Prison (MiCHEP) requires two currently incarcerated students as member stakeholders with one student representing the men’s facilities and one representing the women’s facilities, and reserves a seat on the steering committee for a formerly incarcerated college graduate. One of MiCHEP’s currently incarcerated student members is engaged in a Student Voice Councils (SVCs). SVCs are spaces for students to be heard and included when developing strategic plans, designing programs, and revising policies related to prison education programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizations representing incarcerated people:</td>
<td>Provide successful reentry services to incarcerated students. Act as a voice for incarcerated students.</td>
<td>The North Carolina Prison Education Consortium includes the Formerly Incarcerated College Graduate’s Network as a member, which is a national organization headquartered in North Carolina that helps to empower formerly incarcerated students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*State higher education executive offices (state education agencies):</td>
<td>Act as the voice for institutions of higher learning, grant licenses to colleges and universities to operate in their states, and provide support for data and reporting. Advocate at the state and federal levels for issues pertaining to postsecondary education. Ensure accessible and equitable state higher education policy and practice.</td>
<td>The Iowa Department of Education is a key stakeholder in the Iowa Consortium for Higher Education in Prison (ICHEP). ICHEP is funded by an Ascendium grant, and the Iowa Department of Education holds and manages the grant but does not chair or lead the consortium.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College accrediting agencies:</td>
<td>Ensure quality compliance through standard accreditation process for institutions of higher learning. Provide insight into the accreditation process for prison education programs.</td>
<td>The Middle States Commission of Higher Education President or designee sits on the Maryland Advisory Committee on Prison Education Programs and attends quarterly meetings where they provide non-binding feedback related to their expertise on accreditation of PEPs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Departments of corrections (state or federal):</td>
<td>Provide insight into corrections policies and the learning environment in facilities (e.g., technology, classroom space). Increase professional development for corrections staff. Improve facility safety. Strengthen communication between departments of corrections and institutions of higher learning.</td>
<td>The Kansas Department of Corrections leads the Kansas Consortium for Correctional Higher Education. The consortium consults with the Kansas Department of Corrections as a policy advisement board to coordinate higher education programs in the state.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Institutions of higher learning:** | Create opportunities for incarcerated students during and after incarceration.  
Increase professional development for faculty.  
Increase student enrollment rates.  
Increase completion rates and other measures of student success.  
Share best practices with other institutions of higher learning. | The Mississippi Consortium for Higher Education in Prison has as members multiple representatives from all the two- and four-year institutions providing postsecondary education in Mississippi prisons with support from the Mississippi Community College Board and the Mississippi Institutions of Higher Learning. |
| **Community-based organizations:** | Provide additional reentry supports and input regarding community needs.  
Maintain community connections.  
Produce research and data on outcomes for educational, employment, and reentry needs of students. | The Illinois Coalition for Higher Education in Prison involves community-based organizations as consortium members. |
| **State departments of labor/workforce development boards:** | Support economic expansion, develop talent among incarcerated students to set them up for success, and provide employment and earnings information for graduates.  
May facilitate communication among employers, students, and reentry staff at either institutions of higher learning or corrections departments to help incarcerated people find employment. | As part of Maryland’s Advisory Committee on Prison Education Programs, the Maryland Department of Labor (MD Labor) is represented on the committee as the providers and experts on correctional education, specifically Adult Basic Education, General Education Development, and Career Technical Education. Also, the Maryland Longitudinal Data Systems (MLDS) is represented on the committee and provides income and wage data to help improve student and workforce outcomes. Both MD Labor and MLDS work in partnership and MLDS provides MD Labor with wage and income data. |
| **State legislators:** | Bring the perspective of lawmakers to help identify solutions that may require legislative or budgetary changes.  
Invest in postsecondary education.  
Impact budgeting, safety, community investment, and the well-being and success of students and constituents.  
Gain a better understanding of the issues that impact incarcerated learners.  
Build relationships with key constituents. | HB 226 (2022) created the Utah Higher Education and Corrections Council to coordinate, facilitate, support, and deliver postsecondary education in Utah prisons. The council is cochaired by a state representative and a state senator. |

This is not an exhaustive list of member stakeholders, and members should frequently reassess potentially missing partners. Consortia and PEP advisory committees may also include the following stakeholders:

- college system offices;
- boards;
- commissions;
- associations;
- departments at the state level that oversee, coordinate, or otherwise represent community colleges;
- industry associations; and
- employers who have demonstrated a commitment to hiring incarcerated people.\(^{34}\)

After identifying the stakeholders for the group, the coordinator’s next step is to begin engaging them. The coordinator can garner interest in joining the stakeholder group by leveraging connections and presenting the purpose and concept of the group. Once the stakeholders are identified—and prior to inviting them to a meeting—the coordinator can create an engagement plan that will categorize the stakeholders into primary and secondary stakeholders. Primary stakeholders are those that interact directly with students, like departments of corrections and institutions of higher education. Secondary stakeholders are those with subsidiary connections to and interests in the group’s goals, and their work affects the outcomes of students in other ways. It is crucial to involve both primary and secondary stakeholders to maximize the impact of the group’s efforts both within the classroom and on a policy level.
CHOOSING A STRUCTURE

The group’s structure will inform how the group will operate, what the group will prioritize, and how it will achieve its goals. There are four types of structures.\(^{35}\)

- **Open structure groups** allow members to join on a voluntary or ad hoc basis. These groups can increase participation, diversity of thought, and expertise.\(^{36}\) The Massachusetts Prison Education Consortium (MPEC) has an open structure that allows and encourages any entity or person to join. MPEC operates as a resource-sharing network.\(^{37}\)

- **Closed groups** have a limited number of selected members for a set duration of time, which allows for stronger relationships among stakeholders to work more closely on specialized goals.\(^{38}\) The Ohio Prison Education Consortium (OPEC) is a closed structure. OPEC has a constitution, a steering committee, and a requirement that every college or university interested in operating a PEP in an Ohio prison must join.\(^{39}\)

- **Topical subgroups** are made up of subcommittees on issues requiring more detailed and specific attention.\(^{40}\) The Iowa Consortium for Higher Education in Prison has several smaller working groups within the consortium that focus on specific objectives to push their mission forward. The working groups are funding and partnerships, security and technology, student success, professional development, and data and performance.\(^{41}\)

- **Multiple-level groups** are a mix of open and closed structures. They consist of a smaller group of selected core members that feeds into a larger network of stakeholders.\(^{42}\)

The structure of a stakeholder group is not static and often takes on more than one form, and it may change as the group’s purpose, mission, and projects evolve.
ESTABLISHING A MISSION AND MEMORIALIZING IT IN GUIDING DOCUMENTS

A stakeholder group’s efforts will be stronger if all members jointly develop the mission and goals.\textsuperscript{43} This means that the mission should be established after the stakeholders have been invited to the table. The mission should be an extension of the initial concept or purpose on which the group was based and should be of significance for each member independently and the group as a whole. Lastly, the mission serves to further the goals of postsecondary education in prison throughout each jurisdiction.

EXAMPLES OF MISSION STATEMENTS

**North Carolina Prison Education Consortium’s Mission Statement**

1. To provide a forum for postsecondary higher education institutions offering credit courses who are in partnership through an MOU with the North Carolina Department of Adult Correction (DAC) to advance their and DAC’s shared mission of empowering justice-involved individuals as students, professionals, and members of their communities...

2. To be a point of contact for groups and institutions interested in becoming an educational partner with DAC...

3. To support people under Community Corrections’ Supervision who began degree programs while incarcerated to continue their education after their supervision and complete degrees and maintain a database of graduate [incarcerated people] to track their reentry progress post-release."\textsuperscript{44}
Oregon Coalition for Higher Education in Prison’s Mission Statement

“OCHEP exists to:

- Serve as a policy advisory board
- Share information and best practices
- Support practices in the best interest of students
- Advocate for policy and legislative initiatives that support incarcerated and formerly incarcerated students.”

As the group establishes the mission, members may solidify agreements in writing to govern their working relationships, such as contracts, bylaws, constitutions, or MOUs. Such written agreements may include provisions such as:

- **Common goals.** This section may provide the purpose of the consortium, overall expectations of the consortium, and the mission statement.

- **Common standards and recommended practices.** This section should include program guidelines and expectations for operating a program inside a facility; faculty and staff expectations for teaching in the prisons; expectations and guidelines around facility security; and student handbook information regarding regulations and standards for incarcerated students, as well as Americans with Disabilities Act compliance, education attendance policies, and the resources needed for education in prisons (e.g., technology, library services, classroom and office space, books, and supplies).

- **Governance and meeting structure.** This section may contain a list of memberships and how they will be selected, voting terms for officers, election guidelines, voting requirements, how the structure of the group will be formed
and a possible list of working groups or committees, and procedures on how to amend the written agreement.

- **Funding and membership dues.** If relevant, the document may contain details about membership dues and how funding might be distributed and used for the group.

Many groups Vera spoke with had opted for constitutions, which are easier to amend and can cover a wider variety of topics than other types of governing documents. The Kansas Consortium for Corrections Higher Education (KCCHE) uses a constitution as its guiding document. KCCHE’s constitution contains information on the philosophy of its consortium, defines the purpose of the group, lays out common goals, determines the governance of meetings, and outlines the group’s structure. The constitution further defines roles in the group such as the officers of the steering committee and the responsibility of the program review committee. Lastly, KCCHE’s constitution provides procedures to amend the document and the timeline for doing so.
Ensuring the Stakeholder Group is Sustainable

Ensuring membership cohesion, adopting best practices, and creating a financial foundation all help to sustain a stakeholder group.

DEVELOPING COHESION

All stakeholders should be given space to provide feedback and be heard. Competing interests between stakeholders are a deterrent to forming and sustaining groups. Such conflicts should not discourage the group from collaborating with various stakeholders, but instead fuel the need for membership support and cohesion among all stakeholders.48

One way to overcome the challenge of inevitable competing interests among stakeholders is for groups to be led by or include currently and formerly incarcerated people from their inception. Incarcerated people are the population directly impacted by the group’s work. In addition to their lived experience and expertise, incarcerated people serve as a direct voice representing the population the group is working for, which should foster deeper collaboration and eliminate competition. Despite this, many consortia were formed without the participation of incarcerated or formerly incarcerated students or graduates. Even though this is a priority for many consortia, logistics and lack of connections to formerly incarcerated people present challenges to their engagement.

For example, the Tennessee Prison College Coalition (TPCC) was founded with students as a primary stakeholder within the group. TPCC, under the umbrella of the Tennessee Higher Education Initiative (THEI), is a consortium made up of the Tennessee Board of Regents, Tennessee Department of Corrections (TN DOC), Tennessee Department of Labor, Tennessee Higher Education
Commission, THEI, and alumni of prison education programs operating within the TN DOC, who are also known as TPCC’s subject-matter experts because their lived experience is invaluable to TPCC’s work. Centering alumni in the consortium has helped the group to prioritize students, lead conversations with humanizing language, and encourage the alumni to guide deliberation.⁴⁹

**ACQUIRING FUNDING**

Members may seek funding to support the efforts of consortia. Although funding is not required to form a stakeholder group, funding can support sustainability, increase reach and impact, and incentivize stakeholders to participate. Some consortia secure funding by requiring members to pay dues, while others seek funding from philanthropic, federal, and other sources.

The Mississippi Humanities Council received funding from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, to expand its support of humanities courses in Mississippi prisons. This funding allowed MCHEP to hire full-time staff members, develop a webpage with centralized resources for stakeholders, and host national conferences on prison education.⁵⁰
Conclusion

The benefits of stakeholder collaboration are vast. This collaboration establishes stronger education and reentry goals within the jurisdiction, increases resources among stakeholders, improves communication and data sharing among stakeholders, and unifies practices among prison education programs and the entities helping to implement such programs. Stakeholder groups provide a foundation built on a common vision and mission, with substantive goals that are achievable and structures for the work to thrive and the stakeholders to collaborate effectively. To ensure sustainable models, shared purposes and common goals should ground the stakeholders in their collaboration around implementing high-quality prison education programs in prisons. As seen through ED’s requirement of stakeholder feedback in the PEP process and existing consortia around the country, tapping into the expertise of various stakeholders is a crucial element to ensure and implement high-quality education practices for incarcerated students, and this critically important practice should be at the forefront in the expansion of postsecondary education in prison.
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